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Abstract 

Systematics of experimental partial widths for corresponding charged and neutral decays into low-lying exclusive quasi- 
two-body final states in the same isospin multiplets are analyzed. Exclusive and inclusive D decays both show enhancement 
of neutral relative to charged decays. Exclusive charged B decays show an unexplained enhancement in low-lying channels 
absent in inclusive decays which must be reversed in other channels in order to equalise the charged and neutral lifetimes. 
The charged B exclusive enhancement arises from constructive interference between colour favored and colour suppressed 
contributions in those exclusive channels where all final state mesons have nodeless wave functions. This analysis directs 
the experimental search to modes involving excited mesons like the a1 where the relative phase which depends upon hadron 
form factors can be reversed whereby the chargedB enhancement may be reversed. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

The role o f  final state interactions and possible 
hadron resonances in weak decays o f  heavy flavour 
hadrons remains to be understood, particularly in 
view of  the presence o f  known meson resonances in 
the vicinity o f  the D mass [ 1,2]. Recent progress in B 
decay FSI [ 3-71 has been summarized in an analysis 
[8 ]  pointing out [ 5 ]  that soft FSI may not disap- 
pear in the large me limit and may be significant in 
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hadronic B decays. Sizable inelastic charge-exchange 
rescattering effects in Bo + d ’ 6 O  have also been 
calculated [ 61 using a Regge approach. 

The Cabibbo-favored dominant decay modes o f  
charged D and charged B decays have no meson 
resonance contributions since their final states have 
the exotic isospin quantum number 1 = 3/2. The cor- 
responding neutral D and B decays have final states 
with both non-exotic isospin 1 = 1/2 and exotic 
1 = 3/2 and can have resonance contributions. Note 
that the isospin couplings of corresponding D and B 
decay diagrams are identical, since they differ only in 
interchanging the two isoscalar transitions c -, s and 
b -+ c. 

The necessity to include FSI in weak decays has 
long been recognized [9].  Bauer, Stech and Wirbel 
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[ 101 define effective four-fermion interactions which 
include some FSI in their four-point vertices. The ef- 
fective annihilation diagram in their Fig. 2 includes a 
FSI rescattering which is exactly a Harari-Rosner du- 
ality diagram [ 12,131. In this duality approach Regge 
exchanges are dual to resonances and contributions 
from exchange degenerate-Regge trajectories cancel in 
exotic channels and tend like resonances to enhance 
the I = 1/2 transitions in D and B decays. This fur- 
ther supports an approach of trying to apply pre-QCD 
knowledge of strong-interaction dynamics and hadron 
spectroscopy to final state interactions in weak decays. 

The reasonable agreements obtained in overall anal- 
yses of the complete set of available data [ 10,141 leave 
some fine points and puzzles for further investigation. 
The role of interference effects between dominant and 
smaller amplitudes in providing clues to CP violation 
and possible new physics has been pointed out [ 151 
with particular emphasis on the role of interference 
effects that occur naturally in the wave functions of 
flavor-mixed neutral mesons. 

In this context we note that final states like &r and 
d p  are topologically forbidden in duality diagrams 
(OZI rule), while they are colour-favored for D, de- 
cays in the dominant spectator diagram. The colour- 
suppressed K*K and K*R* decays are topologically 
allowed, and can be enhanced by the “BSW Fig. 2” 
diagram. This could explain the absence of colour 
suppression in the experimental data in strong dis- 
agreement with BSW predictions. Many subsequent 
attempts to improve on BSW have been continuously 
confounded by the violation of predictions by new 
surprising data; e.g. the unexpected strong D, + pq‘ 
and ~w decays. This again supports the original con- 
jecture that interference effects provided by neutral 
flavour-mixed mesons can offer clues to new physics. 
We leave further consideration of D, decays for a sub- 
sequent paper when more data become available. 

Here we examine the systematics of sets of a- 
clusive nonstrange D and B decays involving final 
state mesons in the same isospin multiplets and flavor- 
mixed neutral mesons. The availability of better data 
on such sets of decays provide an opportunity for ex- 
ploring finer interference effects, since many uncer- 
tainties in final state interactions and hadronic form 
factors are common to the set of decays and tend to 
cancel. We find evidence for interesting physics at the 
interface between weak interactions and hadron spec- 

troscopy suggesting further experimental and theoret- 
ical investigation. 

In contrast to other treatment we do not calculate 
diagrams from strong interaction models. We consider 
the contributions from the diagrams a, b and c of 
Fig. 2.4 of Chau [ 111 or Fig. 1 of BSW as phenomeno- 
logical parameters to be determined by experiment. 
They are denoted respectively, as T, S and W conve- 
nient mnemonics for diagrams which reduce respec- 
tively to the conventional colour-favored tree, colour- 
suppressed tree and W-exchange weak diagrams in the 
absence of strong interactions. We use known symme- 
try and topological properties of strong interactions to 
relate the values of these parameters in different de- 
cays which differ only by the flavours of their con- 
stituent quarks. 

Our general flavour-topology amplitudes [ 161 are 
equivalent to the la, l b  and lc  amplitudes in BSW 
with their four-point effective interaction vertices gen- 
eralized to include all possible initial and final state 
strong interactions. A heavy-flavoured quark and a 
non-strange antiquark are assumed to enter a black 
box from which two final qij pairs emerge. The ini- 
tial nonstrange antiquark line travels in all possible 
paths, going forward and backward in time and emit- 
ting and absorbing gluons until it either disappears 
in the box by interaction in a weak vertex (W) or 
emerges from the box as a constituent of the final 
charmed or strange meson (T) or as a constituent of 
the final nonstrange meson (S). Since all strong in- 
teractions are assumed to conserve isospin, the addi- 
tional qij pair created by gluons in the W topology 
must be isoscalar, and the contributions to the T and 
S diagrams must be independent of the I, of the ini- 
tial nonstrange quark which travels through the box 
undergoing only isospin-invariant strong interactions. 
We furthermore use the relation between the quark 
structures of the p and w mesons to obtain relations 
going beyond conventional isospin relations [ 151. 

The neutral and charged D lifetimes are different 
but neither the semileptonic partial widths for D de- 
cays nor the total B widths show such a difference. 
This suggests that meson resonances might be respon- 
sible for speeding up the hadronic decays of the Do 
while such effects can be absent at the B mass which 
is far above the resonance region. We also note that 
the theoretical basis of the AI = 1/2 rule in kaon de- 
cays still is not fully understood and that the I = 2 
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state of the two-pion system which is suppressed by 
A I = 1/2 also has exotic isospin. There is also the un- 
explained enhancement of nonleptonic weak decays 
relative to semileptonics. There seems to be a general 
enhancement of weak decays into mesonic final states 
having non-exotic quantum numbers relative to those 
having exotic quantum numbers and also relative to 
semileptonic decays. 

Other explanations proposed for the D lifetime dif- 
ference [ 141 suggest destructive interference in what 
has been called a “Pauli” effect between colour fa- 
vored and colour suppressed contributions to charged 
decays. In neutral decays these contributions are inco- 
herent as they lead to different final states; e.g. K+T- 
and @d and the W-exchange weak diagram absent 
in charged decays provides an extra I = 1/2 contri- 
bution. Some arguments suggest a mass dependence 
which suppresses this diagram at the B mass. These 
explanations are still subject to intense controversy 
[ 181. The sums over final states to obtain decay rates 
use a quark basis and neglect all details of hadron spec- 
troscopy such as the nature of the low-lying hadronic 
final states which have the largest phase space. This 
phase space factor dominates the KL-Ks lifetime dif- 
ference and there are suggestions that similar effects 
determine the lifetime difference of the B, eigenstates 
[ 19,201. Furthermore the mass dependence and the 
sign of the “Pauli” interference have been questioned. 
In order to obtain additional input from experiment to 
help resolve these questions we investigate what can 
be learned from exclusive decay modes, where there 
are a wealth of data constantly becoming available and 
where new systematics beyond what is available in in- 
clusive decays can give new clues to the underlying 
mechanisms. 

In Sections 2 and 3 we present a preliminary de- 
tailed analysis of the decays to the lowest-lying exclu- 
sive quasi-two-body final states which shows that the 
non-exotic I = 1/2 contribution is enhanced in D de- 
cays (Section 2)  but not in B decays (Section 3) as 
expected either from a resonance argument or from W 
exchange with some mass factor. This enhancement is 
seen in the non-exotic exclusive D decays as well as 
in the lifetime difference. The systematics of B decays 
are in marked contrast to this; not only is there no en- 
hancement of the non-exotic exclusive B decays but 
one finds,that the exotic transitions are enhanced rela- 
tive to the non-exotics! This indication for constructive 

interference between colour favored and colour sup- 
pressed contributions to the exotic final states (rather 
than destructive as suggested by the Pauli argument) 
is also supported by our analysis of the exclusive D 
decays (Section 4). 

This exotic enhancement of the exclusive B decays 
to low lying final states (e.g. TO) while no enhance- 
ment is observed in inclusive decays [ 171 suggests 
the existence of form factor effects depending upon 
final state wave functions for decays into higher states 
(e.g. a1 D, TO**) which can reverse the relative signs 
of the colour favored and colour suppressed contribu- 
tions to different final states. We comment on this in 
Section 5 .  

2. A systematic enhancement of non-exotic Do 
decays 

As a first step we compare experimental branch- 
ing ratios for D+ to exotic I = 3/2 states with come- 
sponding branching ratios of Do to charged and neu- 
tral final states which are mixtures of I = 3/2 and 
I = 1/2 and therefore have a non-exotic component. 
Note that the exotic I = 3/2 D+ amplitudes have both 
colour-favored (CF) and colour-suppressed (CS )  am- 
plitudes, while the Do amplitudes to charged and neu- 
tral final states are respectively purely colour-favored 
and purely colour suppressed. 

Table 1 shows the experimental data. To enable fo- 
cusing on systematics in comparing decays to different 
final states with different wave functions and form fac- 
tors, we note that the colour-favored tree amplitudes 
should have a point-like form factor (e.g. the wave 
function at the origin), for the charged nonstrange me- 
son, while the hadronic transition form factor for D + 

Kc*)  will be similar to that for the semileptonic de- 
cay to the corresponding strange meson. We therefore 
use this semileptonic branching ratio for normaliza- 
tion and express the errors separately for the hadronic 
numerator and the semileptonic denominator. 

3. Exotic-non-exotic systematics of B decays 

For B decays treated by analogy with the foregoing 
D decays, we find a radically different systematics. 
The experimental data are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1 
Systematic of  exotics and non-exotic D decays 

Table 2 
Systematics of exotic and non-exotic beauty decays. 

Exotic 
D+ + M+R(*)O 

hr(rr+X" 

br( ve+Ko) 
0.42 f 0.04 f 13% 

br ( o+Ru ) 

Non-exotic - CF 
DO + M + K ( * ) -  

br (.rr+K-) 
br ( ve+K- ) 
l . lOfO.O3f5% 

br( o+K- ) 

Non-exotic - CS 
+ ,,,,oR(*)o 

b r ( . r r o p )  
br ( ve+K- ) 
0.61 f 0.06 f 5% 

br ( o o p )  
br (ve fRo)  
1 . 0 f  0.37 f 13% 

br(cil( 1260)+Ro) 
br ( ye+ KO) 

I .23 f 0.25 f 13% 

br(.rr+R* (892)O) 
br( ~ e f R * ~ )  

0.41 f 0.04 f 10% 

br ( o + P  ( 892) O) 

br( ve+K-) 
3.10 f 0.30 f 5% 

br(nl(1260)+K-) 
br (ve+K- ) 

2.10 f 0.32 f 5% 

br(.rr+K* (892)-) 
br ( ye+ K*- ) 

2.5 f 0.2 f 16% 

br( o+K* (892) - ) 
br(  ve+K*o) 

0.43 f 0.28 f 10% 
br(  ve+K*-) 

2.98 f 0.19 f 16% 

br ( ve+K- ) 
0.35 f 0.05 f 5% 

b r ( o p )  
br (ve+K- )  
0.60 f 0.12 f 5% 

br(nl(  1260)0i?") 
hr( ve+K- ) 

< 0.55 

br(.rrOR* (892)O) 
br( ve+K*- ) 

1.54 f 0.20 f 16% 

br(poB* (892)O) 
br ( ve+K* - ) 

0.73 f 0.16 f 16% 

There appears to be a systematic enhancement of the non-exotic 
Do decays relative to the exotic D+ decays described by exactly 
the same leading diagrams. 

This leads immediately to an interesting paradox 
pointed out by Yuval Grossman [ 171. The same decay 
rate systematics seen above in exclusive decays is also 
seen in total D decay widths rtot(D*) < rtot(Do), 
but not in total B decay widths rtot ( B * )  M rtot ( Bo). 
Thus the "reverse enhancement" observed in  the low- 
lying exclusive B decays favoring the charged modes 
by factors of two cannot be general and must be com- 
pensated by opposite enhancements in other exclusive 
modes. This suggests a dependence on hadron wave 
functions which warrants further investigation and is 
discussed below. 

4. A phenomenological diagram analysis of 
vector-pseudoscalar decays 

We now consider in detail the D + RV and B + 

b V  decay modes where V denotes a p or w .  We first 
note that all models express the amplitudes for these 
decay modes in terms of the T, S and W contributions 

br( ?r+Do ) hr (.rr+D-) br (.rrnDo) 
br( ve+r)o) 6 r (  vef D- ) br( v e + D - )  
0.33 f 0.03 f 44% 0.16 f 0.02 f 26% < 0.02 f 26% < 0.025 

br ( p+ Do) b r ( p + D - )  br ( PODo) 
br( ve+ Do) br ( ve+D- ) br ( ve+D- ) 
0.83 f 0.1 1 f 44% 0.41 f 0.07 f 26% < 0.04 

6 r ( w D 0 )  

b r ( v e + D - )  
< 0.05 (?)  

br( 01 ( 1260)+D0) br( U!( l260)+D-) br( al ( 1260)n60) 
br ( ve+D- ) 

0.31 f 0.25 f 44% 0.31 f 0.17 f 26% < ??? 

br (&D*") br(.rr+D*-) br ( 
br( ve+b*o) br( ve+D*-) br( ve+D*- ) 
0.10 f 0.01 f 15% 0.06 f 0.01 f 6% 

br(p+b*O) br ( p+D*-  ) b r ( p O d * o )  

br(ve+b*o) br(ve+D*-  ) br( ve+D*- ) 
0.29 f 0.05 f 15% 0.16 f 0.03 f 6% 

In contrast to D decays where there appears to be a systematic 
enhancement of the non-exotic Do decays relative to the exotic D+ 
decays described by exactly the same leading diagrams, here we 
find the exotic modes tend to be larger than the non-exotic. There 
is also a drastic suppression of the non-exotic colour suppressed. 

br( ve+DO) br ( ve+ D - ) 

< 0.03 

< 0.03 

defined above. That there are only these three can be 
seen by noting that there are only three possible ways 
to produce the final kaon in D + RV. The strange 
quark produced by the decay of the charmed quark can 
combine: (T) with the spectator antiquark; (S) with 
the demitted in the weak decay vertex of (W) with an 
antiquark produced by gluons somewhere else in the 
diagram. Our T, S and W diagrams each include all 
possible diagrams of the corresponding type. Similarly 
there are only three possible ways to produce the final 
b in B + b V .  The E produced by the decay of the 6 
can combine: (T) with the spectator quark; ( S )  with 
the U emitted in the weak decay vertex or (W) with 
a quark produced by gluons somewhere else in the 
diagram. These transitions can be written 
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~ 

161 

CU 4 (sd)  , 6d 4 (Eu) for W (1c)  

where 4 and q denote the spectator antiquark or quark 
in the initial state. 

Although different approaches may calculate the 
values o f  these amplitudes in different ways from dif- 
ferent models, the results o f  all approaches can be 
described in this general form, and lead to the same 
general relations between the experimentally observed 
amplitudes and the T, S and W amplitudes. 

A o ( p + P )  = T + S ,  

AB(P+D’) = TB + S E ,  (2a) 

AB(p+D-) =TB + W E ,  (2b) 

A~(v ,P)  = S ,  A ~ ( ~ D ’ )  = s,, (2c) 

Ao(V,Z?) = W ,  AB(V,DO) = W E ,  (2d) 

Ao(p+K-) = T + W ,  

1 
A o ( p ’ P )  = - .  ( S -  W), 

- 1  
Jz 

AB(~OD’> = - .  (SE - WB), Jz 

Jz 
A~(WDO) = - .  (SE + W E ) ,  Jz 
IAD(4P) I  = 51WlG IWI 9 

IAB(K+D~>I =SBIWBI < IWBI I 

(2e) 

1 
A o ( 0 P )  = - .  ( S  + W) , 

1 
( 2 0  

(2g) 

where we have used the notation V, and b for the uii 
and dd vector meson states and noted that the po and 
w are equal mixtures o f  these two states with opposite 
relative phase. 5 and are flavour-SU( 3)  -breaking 
parameters < 1 expressing the suppression o f  creating 
strange quark pairs from the vacuum. 

All approaches eventually express results in terms 
of  these three general types o f  transitions described 
in Eqs. ( 1) and the relations (2) .  One immediately 
notes the general feature that both T and S contribute 
to the exotic channels but W does not contribute since 
it goes via an intermediate state containing only a sin- 
gle q4 pair. In the non-exotic channels there are W- 
exchange contributions and either a colour-favored or 
colour-suppressed diagram, but not both. Note that any 
contribution due to final state interactions which go 

via an intermediate qq state is pure I = 1/2 and has 
exactly the same couplings to all decays as the W con- 
tribution [ 161. Thus the relations ( 1 )  and (2 )  cannot 
distinguish between W contributions due to weak W 
exchange and those due to strong final state rescatter- 
ing o f  the type described in “BSW Fig. 2”; e.g. reso- 
nances. 

Two different approaches have been used to ex- 
plain the non-exotic enhancement present in D decays 
and its absence in B decays. One attributes them to 
strong final state interactions in channels having reso- 
nances [ 22,231, while others use weak interaction di- 
agrams without taking final state interactions into ac- 
count [ 14,181. However, the “reverse enhancement” 
o f  exotics noted above in low-lying exclusive B de- 
cays has not previously been discussed. 

The weak interaction approach suggests an en- 
hancement in the non-exotic channels due to the 
W-exchange diagram, and a suppression in the exotic 
channels due to a “Pauli” interference between the T 
and S contributions claimed to be always destructive 
[ 141. This claim, however, is based on general argu- 
ments that apply to inclusive D decays and whether 
it is correct and whether it applies universally to all 
exclusive channels is open to question and to experi- 
mental tests. 

We immediately note the following inequalities 
from the data in Tables 1 and 2. 

W* 
W + $ ‘  = 0.27 f 0.05 < - 

If we include a p3 correction for phase space this 
becomes 

br( p o p )  + br( w p )  

w;s 

w;s + q s  . = 0 . 5 7 f 0 . 1 1  < 
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A simple qualitative explanation for the very differ- 
ent behaviour of the D and B amplitudes in Eq. (3a) 
is to assume that W z  is appreciable for D decays as 
also indicated by the inequality (3b), (3c) and neg- 
ligible in B decays. The TB . SB interference between 
amplitudesmust then be constructive in contradiction 
with conventional wisdom. 

This systematics can be reversed at higher excita- 
tions as required to obtain the same total decay rates 
for charged and neutral B’s. A simple example is seen 
in the a1 D decay mode. The T amplitude depends on 
the point-like coupling of the a1 (wave function at the 
origin) and an overlap integral of the B and D ground 
states. The S amplitude by contrast depends upon the 
.point-like coupling of the D (due to the short range 
W exchange between the c and d )  and a p-wave ma- 
trix element between the B and a1 ground states. Thus 
the wavefunction overlaps and the relative phase of 
the two amplitudes for a final state with one s-wave 
meson and one p-wave meson could well be opposite 
to that for a final state with two s-wave mesons. 

Unfortunately the experimental statistics are not yet 
sufficient for conclusive tests of this scenario. There 
are also further tantalising hints in the B system if one 
assumes that the T+T+T- accompanying the D*, with 
mass between 1.0 and 1.6 GeV, is dominated by the 
a;’. The central values of the data superficially suggest 
that here is a final state where the charged exotic is 
suppressed relative to the all-charged non-exotic. 

If this is the case one might expect to see a simi- 
lar effect in charm decays. Current data on the alK 
channel are not good enough to decide. The possibility 
that the interference sign is channel dependent may be 
tested also by data on scalar mesons in D final states, 
such as the KO( 1430) and the broad f o (  1300) which 
are candidate members of the scalar nonet. Data exist 
on D+ 4 TKO*O( 1430), Do + &KO*-( 1430); in the 
absence of data on K;OTO one may use f o (  1 3 0 0 ) p  
as the flavour and overall spin structures are the same. 
If one demands that the S amplitude is colour sup- 
pressed in magnitude relative to the T amplitude, then 
these channels involving scalar mesons appear to pre- 
fer destructive interference. 

4.1. Application to D + pK, D + wK and 
D + q5K decays 

We now attempt to test the above qualitative picture 

We normalized the amplitudes so that 
by quantitative analyses of the data. 

b r ( p + p )  = 1.0 f 0.37 f 13% = (T + S)’ 
br( u e + P )  

x [0.96; 1.01 , (4a) 
br ( p+ K -  ) 
br( ue+K-)  

= 3 . 1 0 f 0 . 3 0 f 5 % =  (T+ W)’ 

x [ 3.13; 3.071 , (4b) 

= 0.35 f 0.05 f 5% = . ( W  - S)’ 
b r ( p o @ )  

br(ue+K-)  

x [0.32;0.36] , (4c) 

= 0.60f  0.12 f 5% = $ . ( W  + S)’ 
br( wf?‘)  

br( ue+K-)  
x [0.60;0.60] , (4d) 

where the numbers in brackets denote the fits to the 
data using the parameters described below. We imme- 
diately note that 

=0 .95&0.13f5% 
br( p o p )  br( w p )  

br( ye+ K-  ) -I- br (ye+ K- ) 
= ]WIZ + p 1 2 .  (5c) 

From which the inequalities (3b), (3c) gives 

I WI2 b 0.26 f 0.06 f 5% , 

]SI2 < 0.69 f 0.08 f 5%, 

I Wps12 2 0.55 f 0.12 f 5% , 

ISps12 < 0.40 f 0.12 f 5%. 

We now note the following qualitative features. All 
three amplitudes are appreciable and their interference 
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terms are crucial for the explanations o f  the inequality 
(5a) and the difference (5b). The S. W and T .  ( W - S)  
interference terms are required to be positive. 

To get a more quantitative picture we note that the 
four experimental equalities and the one inequality can 
be fit with three real amplitudes by setting 

T = 0.83 ,  W = 0.95, S = 0.15. ( 6 4  

Generalising to complex amplitudes they can also be 
fit by setting 

T = 1.08 e- i (T/3)  , W = 0.94, 

S = 0.26. e i (T/3)  . (6b) 

The values obtained by substituting these parame- 
ters are indicated in brackets in Eqs. (4).  These so- 
lutions are not unique but are primarily to illustrate 
that present data allow alternative descriptions that are 
open to experimental discrimination. The second fit 
shows that with complex phases it is possible for T .  W 
and T . S terms to have opposite signs even though 
both S .  W and T . S are posi&e, thereby allowing the 
negative T . S term as suggested by the Pauli effect. 
Although there is little point in further detailed anal- 
ysis with present data, the fact that there are two so- 
lutions with opposite signs for the T . S interference 
is sufficiently interesting to guide further experimen- 
tal investigation. This is o f  particular interest in view 
of  the apparent relation with the unexpected evidence 
in  B decays where the T .  S term is definitely positive. 

In both solutions the magnitudes o f  the T and W 
amplitudes are seen to be roughly equal and the S am- 
plitude is much smaller. These features are in accord 
with the picture o f  resonance enhancement in the non- 
exotic channels. In this picture the W amplitude has a 
contribution from the final-state rescattering as noted 
in “BSW Fig. 2”. The basic physics in this qualita- 
tive argument lies in relative phases determined by the 
isospinology, the experimental result and the inequal- 
ity (3b), (3c) .  

Note that the p - w mixing of  uii and dd states 
and the large +K mode forbidden by the S and T 
amplitudes play crucial roles in this analysis. Both the 
relative phase o f  the W and S amplitudes and the fact 
that the W amplitude cannot be small are determined 
by the experimental inequalities (5a). 

The relative phase o f  the T and S amplitudes can in 
principle be calculated from the standard model and 

hadron wave functions for the mesons. This is a com- 
plicated and model dependent calculation involving 
point-like and hadronic form factors for the p and K 
mesons and colour and spin recouplings. These com- 
plications are avoided in the calculations for inclusive 
processes where the arguments for the “Pauli relative 
phase” may be valid, even i f  the solution with the pos- 
itive phase is valid for the low-lying exclusive states. 

4.2. Application to B + XD decays 

In the B + XD decays where X denotes any isovec- 
tor meson, detailed analyses analogous to those above 
for D decays are presently masked by the large er- 
ror bars, but the improvements anticipated from B- 
factories and elsewhere should enable sharper quan- 
tification soon. However, it is already clear from the 
small upper bounds on the decays into two neutral par- 
ticles that both the WB and SB amplitudes are small. 
We can therefore analyze the data using expressions 
to lowest order in these small amplitudes. It is conve- 
nient to define 

Then to lowest order in the small amplitudes, 

where 

The present data show only upper bounds for 
which satisfy these relations for all the XD states listed 
above in Table 2. 

However, these data already reveal the interesting 
and surprising systematics that for B decays the ex- 
otic branching ratios are consistently larger than the 
non-exotic and that this difference comes from an in- 
terference term between the T and W - S combina- 
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tion of amplitudes. The direct terms proportional to 
s,quares of these small amplitudes are seen from the 
data to be below the presently measured upper limits. 
In principle the relation (8)  does not specify which 
of the two small amplitudes dominates in the inter- 
ference term. However, we note that it is possible to 
give a unified description of both D and B decays by 
having a small colour-suppressed amplitude interfer- 
ing constructively with the colour-favored amplitude. 

Thus we see that in contrast to the D decays where 

WD 2 TD > SD (9a) 

the B system shows 

TB > SB >> WE. (9b) 

It is interesting to note that these results are at 
least qualitatively in accord with expectations from the 
presence of direct channel resonance enhancements. 
However it is not surprising that the W-exchange goes 
away, since it can also be suppressed by factors in 
weak diagrams. 

5. Comparison of B and D decays 

For a ball-park estimate set T = 1, W = 1 and S = 
1/3 for D decays and the same with W = 0 for B 
decays. These values are not normalized; only ratios 
are relevant. We then obtain for the ratios: 

for D decays and 

r;o//r;-/r;o = 16 : 9 : 1 2 ( lob) 

for B decays. We also obtain the non-trivial qualitative 
prediction 

br(Bo + K+D,)  
br( BO + pobO) + br( BO 9 w b o )  

br(Do + C$p) 
br(Do + p o p )  + br(Do --+ up) << 

= 0.27 f 0.05. (10c) 

Present B-decay data are inadequate to test this pre- 
diction, since there are only upper limits on all modes. 
It will be interesting to check this comparison of the 

relative importance of the W and S amplitudes in fu- 
ture data. 

The ratios (10a) and (lob) follow from a clearly 
oversimplified analysis, since there is no reason to 
believe that all amplitudes are relatively real. But the 
qualitative prediction that the exotic branching ratios 
are systematically lower than the decays into two 
charged particles by a factor of two in D decays and 
systematically higher by a factor of two for B decays 
is impressive. 

There is also the qualitative feature that a small 
colour-suppressed amplitude can give a significant en- 
hancement to the exotic amplitude by constructive in- 
terference, while its direct contribution to the neutral 
decay is down by an order of magnitude. 

Further hints that the interference may be destruc- 
tive in the D + n K *  channels comes from their 
Cabibbo suppressed analogues, 

from which if we ignore modifications arising from 
phase space and exclusive form factors (which tend 
to counterbalance [ 241 ), we may expect 

x sin2 8 N 0.05% ( T  + SI2 
2 

br( D+ + r f p O )  N 

(where we have ignored any annihilation or Penguin 
contribution). This is consistent with the data which 
report < 0.15% for this Cabibbo suppressed mode and 
suggests this analysis is robust. Then if we consider 
the related Cabibbo suppressed mode 

br( D+ + C$n+) N S2 sin2 8 = 0.67 f 0.08% , 

we have a rather clean measure of the strength of the 
colour suppressed S diagram. This suggests that the 
p r  rate is “small” due to T and S interference being 
destructive (or that there is destructive interference 
with a W or Penguin topology). The TS destructive 
interference would also suggest that the mIT+Z?“* also 
is “small” due to destructive interference (which is 
consistent with the analysis of Section 2.1 applied to 
Eqs. (4) 1. 

The systematics of constructive and destructive in- 
terference appear from our analysis to be non trivial 
and channel dependent. The data need to be sharp- 
ened as we have noted i f a  pattern is to be discerned. 
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Elsewhere [ 11 it has been noted that the T( 1.8) 
can contribute to the direct channel in penguin driven 
Cabibbo suppressed D decays. The existence of this 
state is well established though its internal structure, 
whether hybrid or radial excitation, remains to be set- 
tled [ 25-27]. In either case one expects that there will 
be a K partner and with a mass K( N 1.9). Such a state 
will have typical strong decay width of O( 200 MeV) 
and thereby overlap the D mass; consequently it may 
be expected to affect the 0-+ overall final states in D 
decays via the W-exchange diagram. 

Analogously, enhancements may be anticipated in 
the O++ overall due to the presence of the (radial 
excitation) KO( 1950); r N 200, and possibly Cabibbo 
suppressed modes by its f o  or a0 partners [ 221. 

This is in sharp contrast to the B decays where the 
required resonances would be J p  = 0- or O+D states 
around the B mass, namely N 5 GeV. Unlike the K 
and T system where the lightest hybrids or promi- 
nent radial excitations are expected around 2 GeV and 
hence in the vicinity of the (initial state) D meson, 
the lightest hybrids or prominent radial excitations of 
the D with 0- or O+ quantum numbers are anticipated 
to be in  the N 3.5 GeV region, far below the 5 GeV 
mass of the (initial state) B meson. 

If this is an important source of the D decay W en- 
hancement, one may expect correlation between those 
channels and the branching ratios of the respective 
K direct channel resonances. In particular it will re- 
quire the I = i correlation among charged and neutral 
modes in the final state. This appears to be satisfied 
for TK and within errors for v K * ;  it may also be true 
(possibly) for pK* (when one compares the trans- 
verse polarization values for the latter as these are the 
only two that enable direct comparison in a single ex- 
periment in  the PDG [21]).  It does not arise for the 
alK and pK where the all neutral modes are much 
suppressed relative to their charged counterparts. 

6. Some sum rules for insight from D and B 
decay data 

The relations (2) satisfy the sum rule 

~ ( ~ + i ? )  = A ( ~ + K - )  + 42. ~ ( p O i ? ) .  (11) 

This sum rule is seen to follow from general isospin re- 
lations. Both sides are pure I = 3/2 amplitudes. They 

are related because the initial state has I = 1/2 and 
the weak interaction operator for these c + s transi- 
tions is pure I = 1. In this form the sum rule relates 
only the exotic contributions; i.e. colour-favored and 
colour-suppressed, and projects out all W exchange 
and resonance contributions. Relative phases of these 
amplitudes are unobservable and determined by con- 
ventions which give physically equivalent triangular 
inequalities for the experimental branching ratio data. 
It is interesting that for this case the data are 

= 1 . 6 6 f O . l l f 3 % ,  J{br( p+K- 1) 
J{ br ( ve+ K- ) } 

= 0.76 f 0.07 f 3%, ( 12a) 
d { b r ( P O W  

J{ br( ye+ K- ) } 
42. 

{ ( b r ( v e + P ) }  

Then 

= 0.90 f 0.21 f 7%, (12c) 

which is within experimental errors of the lower limit 
of the inequality. 

A similar approach can be made for pR*(892), 
TR and TR* final states using the data in Section 2. 
From these we find that the sum rules with pions in 
the final state both have equal contributions to the sum 
rule from the two legs of the triangle for the neutral 
decay modes, as if the neutral decays were pure I = 
1/2. The exact significance of this behavior is unclear 
without information on phases. But the fact that both 
pion sum rules show similar behavior and both p sum 
rules show similar behavior and the behavior of pionic 
and p sum rules are very difficult from one another 
may be significant. 

On the other hand the final state interactions and 
possible resonances are expected to be very differ- 
ent for the even parity (scalar) and odd parity (pseu- 
doscalar) states since strong interactions conserve par- 
ity. The two pion sum rules which show similar behav- 
ior refer to two states of opposite parity and the two p 
sum rules which show similar behavior probably also 
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refer to states of opposite parity. In the vector-vector 
case both parities are present but two of the three he- 
licity amplitudes have even parity whereas the single 
vector-pseudoscalar amplitude has odd parity. 

It will be interesting to see i f  these results hold up 
under improved statistics and, i f  so, a challenge to 
explain them. 

The analogous sum rule for B decays is more con- 
veniently rearranged to the form 

A(P+DO) - A ( ~ + D - )  = -A. A ( ~ O D O )  . (13) 

In this form the sum rule is seen to cancel the T con- 
tribution on the LHS and to give two expressions for 
the combination S - W, which we have seen from the 
data to be small. For this case, the sum rule provides 
the same information as the relation ( 13). 

The relevant data are 

Letters B 405 (1997) 157-167 

J {br (p fD-) ’  = 0.64 f 0.05 f 13%, 
J{ br ( ve+ D - ) } 

The upper limit on the RHS is seen to be very near to 
the lower bound on the LHS. Thus better data will be 
able to determine the relative phase of the contributing 
amplitudes, defined by the angle 6 in Eq. ( 8 ) .  

A similar approach gives the analogous sum rule 
for the pb*7rD and 7rD* final states. 

In the D decays to 7rK( * )  the data were suggestive 
that the neutral decays were dominated by I = 1/2. 
This is not the case for Bo + 7rD though this is not 
ruled out for the Bo + 7rD*. 

7. Conclusions. Possible implications for CP 
searches 

We have shown interesting systematics in exclusive 
D and B decays which warrant future experimental 
investigation and theoretical analysis. 

One example of possible new systematics would be 
CP-exotic states which like flavour-exotic states also 

cannot arise in the quark-antiquark system and can- 
not be enhanced by qij resonances. However, such 
states may exist in a quark-antiquark-gluon configu- 
ration, which can be produced by a W-exchange dia- 
gram. There might also be as yet unknown hybrid qijG 
states in this region with CP-exotic quantum numbers. 
Therefore it is of interest to look for such final states. 

We now note that a better understanding of decay 
systematics can prove useful in guiding the choice of 
useful candidate decay modes for CP-violation stud- 
ies. Many proposed searches for CP violation focus 
on producing BB pairs at the Y(4S) and observing 
a lepton asymmetry in one decay when the other is 
observed to decay into a CP eigenstate like @Ks. Un- 
fortunately there are not many known unambiguous 
CP eigenstates. Many final states like p7r have sev- 
eral partial waves with opposite CP eigenvalues. Such 
states can be used in CP violation experiments only 
if the two partial waves (and thereby the CP = fl 
combinations) have been separated by partial wave or 
isospin analysis. These analyses would be completely 
unnecessary if decay systematics show that only par- 
tial waves with a given CP eigenstate are present. If, 
for example only the odd CP partial waves appear in  
the 37r final state, all neutral three-pion states could 
be used in CP-violation experiments by analogy with 
@Ks without any necessity for the selection of p - 7r 

mass peak and isospin analyses. This would occur if 
decays into CP-exotic partial waves were suppressed. 

There are two J p c  values allowed for the weak 
decay of a spin-zero meson into a neutral 37r state; 
namely 0-- and 0-+. Of these the 0-- is CP even 
and has exotic quantum numbers while the 0-+ is CP 
odd and has normal quantum numbers. It is therefore 
of interest to examine the 37r final states in D and B 
decays by Dalitz plots and partial wave analyses using 
charged as well as neutral decays. Preliminary data on 
D, decays into three pions [28] suggest dominance 
by CP-odd partial waves. 

Since the parity-violating weak interaction leads to 
final states that overall can be both scalar and pseu- 
doscalar, the resonance structures at the D and D,  
masses can be quite different for the states of opposite 
parity. This could show up as a systematic difference. 

Note that nonleptonic enhancement in non-exotic 
channels as well as large W-exchange contributions 
are inconsistent with factorization. It is believed that 
factorization is a good approximation at sufficiently 
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[ 141 1.1. Bigi, in: Proc. of the Tau-Charm Factory Workshop, 
Stanford, California, 1989, ed. L.V. Beers (SLAC Report 

high mass. An interesting open question is whether and 
where a transition between nonleDtonic enhancement 
and factorization occurs. 
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